Introduction
Studying the human brain has always had scientists wondering as to the unique functioning of the organ [1] - [10] . How does the brain perceive all the information that it receives? How does the brain remember those particular memories? How does the brain then retrieve these memories when needed? Are the memories indexed? If so, then, by what criteria are they indexed? These are questions to which we cannot give a definite answer at this point in time. These questions are what form the motivation for the intense study being conducted on neural networks.
We can assume that in the millions of neurons, there is a hierarchy that exists among them and that specific parts of this hierarchy are to carry out several different physiological functions. In such a scenario, it is safe to assume that neural activity might start at critical points and then spread through the network until equilibrium is reached. This was the idea proposed by Dr. Kak in the B-Matrix approach [9] , [10] . The B-Matrix approach provides a way of retrieving memories from the network by activity spreading. Any external stimuli to the network, for example, an electrical signal from any other organ, would spread through the network based on the geometric proximity of the neurons to each other. This signal would reach neighboring 2 neurons first and then to the others as specified by the proximity matrix, a matrix which defines how the neurons are arranged in 3-dimensional space, of the neural network.
In the B-Matrix approach, the lower triangular matrix of the weight matrix is used for reconstruction of memories. The input signal is considered as a fragment of memory and this fragment keeps updating as the activity spreads through the network. This updated fragment is then fedback to the network for further retrieval and this fragment grows by following the update order derived from the proximity matrix. The activity spread from one neuron to another is calculated iteratively, as follows, until the fragment of memory becomes the complete memory.
The assumption is that this signal that is given to a particular neural network would be directed at a particular set of neurons, which give us a better chance at retrieving memories from the network. a very different approach is presented in [13] , [14] for indexing. In this paper, we define "active sites" in the neural network that are identified at training state, which would serve as the sites at which the neural network would be stimulated with different stimuli. This poses the question of how the activity would spread from these activation sites, as there might be more than one way in which activity might spread from multiple neurons. Three methods are proposed in this paper, which would address activity spread in the network.
Active Sites
The motivation behind defining active sites, comes from the idea that different organs in the human body generate signals which are then directed to specific parts of the brain. Here we assume that this particular signal is not only sent to a specific neural network, but also a particular neuron in the neural network, the idea being, to target the right neuron with the right stimulus, so as to generate the specified memories that are stored in the network. A set of activations sites would then retrieve to us a memory, and a different set might retrieve another.
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Consider a network consisting of "n" neurons. According to the Hebbian rules of learning, the activations/synaptic strengths that are contained within the network, n(n-1)/2 in number, can be represented in an "n x n" matrix with the lower and upper triangles containing the specified strengths between successive neurons. By saying that a network can identify a neuron as a possible active site, we propose that the network not only assigns a synaptic strength between two neurons, but also assigns an activation level for the specified neuron. In such a case, when the network is stimulated externally, it is these activation sites that are triggered and these are the sites from where activity spread takes place.
Identifying Active sites
The neural network identifies the active sites in itself during training. Since the assumption is that "triggering the right neurons with the right stimulus, yields a successful After identifying the various active sites for a particular memory, the neural network then assigns an activation level on these neurons. Hence, different memories have different activation sites. The network cannot identify which activation belongs to which memory, but it can differentiate between activation levels of neurons corresponding to different memories based on the level of activation. For the simulation purposes, the activation levels are represented by prime numbers. Now that we have established how active sites are identified, we now move onto the problem of trying to retrieve memories from these active sites. Here, we are posed with various questions such as "how many of these active sites do we use to retrieve memories?", "how do we generate update orders for potentially non-successive active sites?". For this, we propose three methods for determining an update order.
Determining the Update Order
Previously, as we were clamping single neurons, the update order of a neuron was as dictated by the corresponding row of the proximity matrix for that particular neuron. However, while considering active sites, there is always a possibility that there are more than one active site for a particular memory, and that the activity spread should ideally take place from these sites until the network reaches a stable state. In order to generate such an order, we propose three methods  Arbitrary : Here, the neurons in the network are selected arbitrarily from the set of neurons for the update order.
 Averaged : Here we consider the average of the proximity matrix with regard to the synaptic strength between the active sites and then obtain the new update order relative to these active sites. 
Decreasing the Computational Complexity
Consider the case where a neural network of size 64 is used and the number of memories that are fed to the network is 6. Assume that the length of the fragment that is being considered for retrieval from this given neural network is 4. In such a case, we need to consider the number of combinations in which the sites are chosen in the classical B-Matrix approach. The total number of combinations of fragments and their originators are characterized by the selection of the number of sites and the fragment with which it is being stimulated.
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Consider that the active sites model is presently being used. In such a scenario, the number of neurons that are presently under consideration are the neurons which are chosen as active sites for each memory. Hence, every memory has at most "r" such sites from which we need to retrieve memories.
As we can notice, the number of executions of the retrieval process are reduced drastically, which would help reduce the computational complexity of the network.
Results
The following graphs show the results obtained from the three methods that were discussed above. Table 3 The tables above show that the memory retrieval from the neural network is high, when the size of the neural network is comparatively smaller. As the size of the network grows, the memory retrieval capacity of the network is decreasing. Although, the pattern that the three methods follow seem to be similar, the rate of the decrease in the memory retrieval capacity does seem to increase across these methods. From the above figures, we can note that the number of memories that are being retrieved are comparably more than the number of memories that were retrieved from the previous approaches. We also notice that the Averaged method does not give us a better chance at retrieving memories when compared to the Arbitrary or the Independent methods. We also notice that as the number of memories being trained to the network increases, the number of verified memories gradually decreases, but the methods proposed do show an increase in successful retrieval.
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The above graph shows the 2-dimensional spread of the active sites through the neural network. each color represents a different set of active sites pertaining to a separate memory.
These groups of neurons give us a better chance at memory retrieval than the classical approach which reduces the computational complexity.
Conclusion
In conclusion, we have been able to sustain a retrieval capacity even though the number of memories being fed to the neural network have been increasing. This can be attributed to the fact that as we keep accumulating new memories, some of our old memories fade away. The proposed model thus, incorporates the B-Matrix approach and determines a way of storing or retrieving memories with better computational complexity and maintaining a sustained retrieval of memories. It also provides a different approach to how the human brain might actually function.
